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Abstract  

The rapid development in technology has 

increased the quality of life thereby 

reducing human physical efforts. It has also 

increased the independence and comfort of 

physically disabled people by introducing a 

Home Automation system like GSM based 

control system, Bluetooth or Android-

based applications, etc. However, there is 

still a need for a cheap, multiple alert 

system for the disabled. This paper focuses 

on communicating with deaf and dumb 

people without even learning sign language 

and at a much cheaper rate than current 

methods. The communication will take 

place in two steps or phase i.e. Transmitter 

and receiver. 
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1. Introduction  

An Embedded system is a micro-controller-

based, software-driven, real-time control 

system consisting of a combination of 

hardware and software and other 

mechanical parts for desired functions. It 

can be autonomous, or human interactive 

and is sold into a competitive market. 

 

1.1.  Objective: 

According to the World Report on 

Disability produced by the World Health 

Organization in partnership with the World 

Bank, it was reported that 15% of the 

World’s population are estimated to be 

living with a disability. This percentage is 

higher than what WHO estimated in the 

1970s, which suggested the global 

prevalence of around 10%. Humans convey 

their ideas, thoughts, and experiences to the 

people around them through “Speech”. But 

the only means of communication available 
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for deaf and dumb people are “Sign 

language”. This isolates them from the rest 

of the world. 

Through technology, this hindrance can be 

removed. Thus in this paper, we are 

forming a bridge between the physically 

disabled people and the common society.  

 
2. A proposed method for deaf and 

dumb people 

Our proposal will help deaf and dumb 

people to communicate effectively without 

any difficulty. The disabled person will 

have the transmitter with a screen with 

various commands. Tap on the necessary 

command to deliver his desired message. 

The normal person who is somewhere far 

away will receive the message via this 

wireless system. In this way, they will 

convey their desired message thus forming 

a bridge between them and normal people. 

2.1.  Input 

The Input module is a touch screen sensor. 

It is used for faster access and by using 

owner familiar icons, it has become user 

friendly thereby increasing overall 

efficiencies and operator’s accuracy. The 

input taken from the person is thus provided 

to the microcontroller. 

 

2.2. PCB Designing 

The entire circuit is assembled on a general 

purpose printed circuit board and the layout 

of component is made with proper 

dimensions. 

The actual circuit is drawn on the copper 

side of copper clad board and enamel paint 

is applied. After the paint has been dried, 

the Drilling, Etching, Soldering and 

Brazing actions are performed. 

 

Fig 1: Circuit diagram 

Source: 

https://circuitdigest.com/sites/default/files/

circuitdiagram_mic/homemade-arduino-

board-circuit-diagram.png.  

2.3. Features 

(1) Power supply 

It takes the voltage from main supply and 

uses a transformer to step down the voltage. 

In our case we are using 2.7-5.5 volts. 

(2) External clock frequency 

4 MHz frequency is used in our circuit. 

(3) Electric resolution 

10 bit (1024*1024). This is the resolution 

of controller and should not be confused 

with touch panel key area. 

(4) Communication  

https://circuitdigest.com/sites/default/files/circuitdiagram_mic/homemade-arduino-board-circuit-diagram.png
https://circuitdigest.com/sites/default/files/circuitdiagram_mic/homemade-arduino-board-circuit-diagram.png
https://circuitdigest.com/sites/default/files/circuitdiagram_mic/homemade-arduino-board-circuit-diagram.png
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Serial. RS232 will enable a micro 

controller to connect with a pc through a 

serial cable. 

(5) Output: AHL Mode(87 co-ordinates 

per second). This will generate radio waves 

for communication process. 
333 

 

3. Block Diagram:  

 

 
 

Fig 2. Transmitter 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Receiver 

The AVR core consists of a set of 32 

general purpose working resistors. All of 

them are directly connected to the ALU, 

allowing independent resistors to be 

accessed in one single instruction executed 

in one clock cycle. It is more efficient while 

achieving throughputs up to 10 times faster 

than conventional CISC microcontroller. In 

this project we are using ATmega32 

microcontroller. 

4. Pin Diagram 

 

 
Fig 4: Pin Diagram 

Source: 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/de/40/5b/de

405bef8955e1bfa25f918d8fb25e59.jpg 

The figure shows a schematic diagram of a 

transmitter using HT12E. All the address 

lines A0-A7 are grounded. They can either 

be grounded or connected to VCC keeping 

the receiver side the same. Resistor 

R1(1.1ohm) is connected between 

oscillator pins to set frequency 50 times that 

of the receiver frequency. Data will be 

transmitted only when the Transmitter 

Enable pin (TE) is low. 

5. Transmitter Operation 

Whenever any key is pressed, a particular 

data line is grounded. Now we know when 

TE pin is low, the address and Data are 

transmitted serially through the Dataout pin 

connected to the transmitter’s data pin. If 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/de/40/5b/de405bef8955e1bfa25f918d8fb25e59.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/de/40/5b/de405bef8955e1bfa25f918d8fb25e59.jpg
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we press switch S0 then data word will be 

1110 and address will be 00000000. 

 
 

Fig 5: Transmitter section 

Source: https://electrosome.com/wp-

content/uploads/2013/06/ASK-RF-

Receiver.jpg 

At the receiver section, HT12D decoder 

converts the received serial data to 4-bit 

parallel data D0-D3. Resistor R2(51Kohm) 

is connected between oscillator pins and the 

data line D0-D3 to the motor driver 

IC(L293D) through Inverters IC 74LS04. 

The validity of Transmission can be 

checked by VT pin. 

  

6. Receiver Operation:  

 When 5v supply is given to circuit 

the data lines are low thus four 

output of the inverters will be high. 

 By pressing any switch from TX, all 

the addresses and data are 

transmitted together to the RF 

receiver which will give this data to 

IC HT12D. 

 This IC HT12D will match the 

address and generate a high pulse on 

VT pin and latches the data. 

 Say we press ‘S0’. The data 

transmitted will be 1110and address 

would be 0000000. Because data is 

1110, 00 will be high and rest would 

remain off. 

 Similarly, if we press ‘S2’ data will 

be 1011so now o2 will be ON and 

rest all other will remain OFF. 

 Now by connecting the data lines to 

motor driver IC, we will be able to 

control the motors. 

 

Fig 6: Receiver section 

Source: https://electrosome.com/wp-

content/uploads/2013/06/ASK-RF-

Receiver.jpg 

7. Output 

The LCD modules used for the output has 

three control lines namely EN, RS and RW. 

The EN is “Enable line” which tells the 

LCD that you are sending data. The RS is 

“Register select line” which is kept high or 
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low and used to display data on the screen. 

The RW is “Read/ Write control line” and 

is used for querying the LCD.         

Example: Mode 1 

In this mode, the transmitter needs to press 

on 1st coordinate for WASHROOM and 

then on 4th to confirm to send it to the 

receiver. The message will be sent to the 

receiver and will be shown to both the 

LCD’s as shown. 

 

                                     

 

Fig 7 – LCD 

Source – 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/U9vx0OlVPfA/

TmEYjmH3mqI/AAAAAAAAAIo/24C00

WT6n3Q/s1600/16x2+LCD.png  

                                                             

 

 

Fig 8: Transmitter 

                                                      

 

Fig 9: Receiver 

8. Results and Conclusions 

The figure shows a resistive touch screen 

which has been divided into 4 coordinates 

which we have used in our project. They are 

numbered as shown. Three of them are 

necessary commands that the transmitter 

needs to convey and 4th being the 

confirmation command whether to send the 

desired message. 

 

                                                     

 

Fig 10: Resistive touch screen 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/U9vx0OlVPfA/TmEYjmH3mqI/AAAAAAAAAIo/24C00WT6n3Q/s1600/16x2+LCD.png
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/U9vx0OlVPfA/TmEYjmH3mqI/AAAAAAAAAIo/24C00WT6n3Q/s1600/16x2+LCD.png
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/U9vx0OlVPfA/TmEYjmH3mqI/AAAAAAAAAIo/24C00WT6n3Q/s1600/16x2+LCD.png
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9. Conclusions: The following 

Conclusions can be obtained from our 

project. 

 This provides an effective way to fulfill the 

necessities of deaf and dumb people. 

 By using this and other hardware, the 

handling of deaf and dumb peoples would 

be a lot easier in the hospitals. 

 With advancements in GSM technology, 

this can be used for multiple patients at the 

same time. 

 

10. Applications 

 This can be used for immediate order 

placements in the hotels. 

 It can be used in various libraries with a 

little modification. Selecting a book and 

confirming will display the same in the 

librarian’s computer thus saving student’s 

time. 

 It can be used in Industries, Home, Office, 

Shops, etc. 

 

11.  Future Scope 

 We can add GLCD (graphical LCD) under 

this touch screen making it more interactive 

and user friendly. 

 The addition of sub-options will make it 

more detailed. 

 An option to Print will make it much easier 

to get a printout of bills etc. 
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